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The spot color system has several discrepancies within it, as it lacks the 
support system and strong fundamental color management system that the 
process color system has. It has been proven that the display and print 
reproduction of process colors is predictable; however, for spot colors, the 
predictability is questionable.  
The intent of the thesis research is to assess the accuracy of the premedia 
software tools for a softproofing setup of the spot colors and their overprints. The 
research experiment is examined on the most available scenarios of softproofing 
for spot colors, under a streamlined and controlled methodology that provides 
manageable and comprehensive information to test, to analyze, to interpret, to 
and to understand the outcomes. The methodology applied the known scenario 
of ICC-based color management for softproofing of process colors, to the 
softproofing spot color solids and overprints. It was implemented in the thesis 
experiment, which is based on paired comparison procedure.  
The results obtained from this experiment depicted that the visual 
agreement of process colors as displayed and as printed is accurate, while it is 
inaccurate for the spot colors. The paired comparison procedure has shown 
several triads (more than one choice as an answer) in the spot color section. In 
most of the cases for spot colors, the most chosen (highest ranked) display 
 
xii 
sample is not the expected one. For example, in the display samples of spot 
color overprints, the display sample with the actual L*a*b* measurement of the 
hardcopy reference is chosen over the Overprint Fill display sample. This means 
that the display prediction provided by the premedia software applications is 
wrong, and the same kind of inaccuracy applies to the remaining display samples 
of the spot color overprints.  
In conclusion, in a workflow environment that is most common to the 
printers and graphic designers in the printing industry, the currently available 
premedia software tools and applications do not provide accuracy for the 
softproofing of spot color overprints. The graphic software applications do not 
provide an accurate representation of what they claim to be an Overprint Preview 
of spot colors. Several print-related parameters (such as transparency of ink, ink 
tacking, ink trapping, print-sequence of an overprint, etc.) are not considered to 
be the fundamentals for the overprint predictions (overprint preview). In technical 
words, a softproofing or display-to-print scenario for the spot color system is 
lacking the A to B, while the B to A is readily available. The predictability of the 
outcome of spot color interactions, from design to display and to print, has 
neither been as easy nor as successful as it has been for the process colors. 
Information about referencing any of the spot color interactions is required to 











The process color system has four primary colors (cyan, magenta, yellow, 
and black, or CMYK) that interact with each other for all of their possible print and 
display color combinations. The International Color Consortium (ICC) has 
established the CMYK color system, a color model for process colors; this 
system describes any kind of interaction in and across the media (print or 
display) in the process colors, in order to maintain color, display, design, 
premedia, and print workflows and their standards. The CMYK system is also the 
enabling force for the red, green, blue (RGB) color system. In addition, ICC 
handles CIELAB colors, or the DeviceN colors, as well as (in most cases) spot 
colors, via a numerical reference lookup table of L* a*-b* values for their color 
definitions.  
Spot colors are used as brand or logo colors for their exclusivity of color 
appearance. Spot colors are created as independent colors; each of them is the 
result of an ink formulation that gives uniqueness to the color. Pantone has 






as primary colors in this color system. (Pantone Formula Guide Solid Coated, 
2003)  
Today’s premedia and print design software applications include Adobe 
Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Acrobat Pro, and QuarkXPress. These software 
applications provide “layers”, a graphic designing feature, which allows the 
designer to specify colors in any number of separated objects. These “layers” 
can also be given special graphic attributes (such as transparency, blend modes, 
or overprint fill) so that when two or more of these “layers” overlap, the 
corresponding interactions whose color values are derived from their color 
interaction formulas are rendered. 
   
Problem Statement  
An understanding of the overprinting of process colors is well established, 
as it has been in research and implementation for a long time now. Introducing 
spot colors to overprinting for their interactions in the design and print output is a 
new paradigm. In order to facilitate the overprinting of spot colors in the graphic 
design software, various graphical applications (such as overprint fill, 
transparency, and blend modes,) are available. Most of these applications and 
tools are used to simulate the physical reality of various aspects of printing, such 
as overprinting, etc. However, this increases the vulnerability of the workflow, 






best simulation. Consequently, few efforts have been attempted to predict how 
two or more spot colors interact (whether in transparency, blend modes, or 
overprint fill.) Whereas, in process color printing, all of the above-mentioned 
factors and many other aspects of the color interactions have been researched, 
so there is a thorough understanding and prediction of their print outputs. 
The print and display reproduction of the spot colors, as solids, may be 
predictable, as the corresponding hardcopy and digital color reference for each of 
the spot color exists in the Pantone Color Book and the Pantone Color Library, 
respectively. The predictability of print reproduction of the spot color overprints is 
not possible until the reference for the overprint of the spot colors is physically 
made by printing a set of spot colors, one over the other, on a hardcopy 
reference. To assess the display reproduction of the spot color overprints, the 
graphic design software applications provide an “Overprint Preview”; however, 
the color that appears in this overprint preview is not tested for its accuracy.  
The overprint color of any of the process colors, for example yellow and 
magenta (100% solids) can be identified by the definition of the colorants; the 
resultant color is known as “red.” However, that is not the case for spot colors, 
with over a thousand primary colors and at least half a million of their possible 
combinations. This inability can be attributed to the fact that spot colors do not 







Scope of Research 
The problem investigated in this Thesis research relates to the accuracy of 
the premedia software tools and applications for display and print reproduction of 
spot colors and their overprints. The scope of the research is limited to assessing 
the accuracy of the software to test, to analyze, and to interpret the outcomes of 
the Thesis experiment that is based on paired comparison of the display samples 
with the print references of the spot color solids and overprints. It does not 
include any approach toward creating a scientific or a mathematical solution for 
the problem. 
 
Objective and Character of Research 
The research objective of “Visual Agreement Between Spot Colors as 
Displayed and as Printed” is: 
To assess the degree of accuracy in the use of the premedia software for 
color display and print reproduction of spot colors and their overprints.  
 
The research is intended to assess the accuracy of the premedia software 
tools for a softproofing setup of the spot color overprints. The research 
experiment is examined on the most available scenarios of softproofing for spot 






manageable and comprehensive information to test, to analyze, to interpret, to 
and to understand the outcomes.  
The methodology of the research is formulated in such a way that the 
actual spot colors, in their solids and overprints, will be made as the references. 
The references will be made by the spot colors on a reference hardcopy 
substrate. The software will create samples that simulate these spot color 
references, in which several parameters will be considered, including (a) spot 
color specification by the Pantone ColorLibrary (per a given type of substrate) 
and by color measurement from reference, and (b) graphic applications, such as 
overprint fill and a possible transparency variation, duotone, and blend mode.  
The assessment of the test results will be influenced by various 
parameters that are parts of the research, which provide technical and 
psychological boundaries to the research analysis. The research will focus on 
creating a simulation of the spot color overprints that can be matched up with the 
overprinting of spot colors in the Pantone library. The limiting factor of this focus 
is making a manageable set of spot colors, as they can, technically, be created 
innumerably.  
 
Reasons for Interest 
This researcher has been interested in Portable Document Format (PDF) 






Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), Rochester, NY. He has demonstrated a 
profound interest toward learning and understanding this new printing standard 
and has assisted the SPM faculty in research and in printing projects. It became 
apparent to the researcher that the implementation of the PDF/X workflows is a 
great source of growth, in terms stabilizing problems in the workflow. Working on 
a Thesis based on spot colors reproduction, both in print and in display, has 
further motivated the researcher, as the premedia involved in the research is 
wholly based on PDF. The goal of this research is to assess the predictability of 
spot color overprinting by bringing the real-world spot color printing and digital 
color display closer into alignment. The Thesis research promises to explore 
many aspects of spot colors and broadens the potential for its applications. 
 
Significance of the Research 
An industrial example highlights the significance of the research. 
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. is a global leader in the design and manufacture 
of floors, ceilings, and cabinets. One part of their product manufacturing process 
deals only with spot color printing. AVA CAD/CAM is a software organization that 
works with Armstrong to provide the ability to predict the spot colors in a printing 
workflow. This directly relates to the idea of this research, providing great scope 







Theoretical Basis for Study 
 
Introduction 
The Thesis research is based on certain color theories that describe the 
science behind various aspects of implementation of the research. Color 
perception across the physical and digital media of spot color overprinting 
requires a basis on theories of printed colors and displayed colors, such as color 
reproduction, ink transparency and its perception, effect of ambient light on color 
displayed on self-luminous objects, etc. The research also requires an 
understanding of the PDF transparency model in order to understand the 
electronic imaging aspect of the premedia workflow.  
 
Overprint Color in Design, Display, and Print 
The process of achieving new colors from the primary colors is essentially 
overprinting. When two or more colors overlap in a printing process, the resultant 
color in the region of overlap is called the “overprint color,” and the process of 
printing one color on top of the other is called “overprinting.” Overprinting in 






research and technical study that has gone into understanding all of the 
intricacies of process color overprinting. (Photoshop Help, 2005)  
As overprinting is a visual delight, the graphic design software packages 
(such as Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, and Illustrator) have various graphical 
applications (such as Overprint Fill, Transparency, and Blend Modes,) all of 
which have various ways to re-create or to simulate the physical reality of 
overprinting in process colors. (Photoshop Help, 2005)  
Before understanding how these special graphic attributes are used for 
simulating the overprinting in process colors, it is important to know that all of 
these graphic design software packages have an ability to interpret with colors in 
“layers”. Layers in any graphic design environment, as their name suggests, lay 
one on top of another. However, the term “layers” may have different implications 
in each of the software packages. Layers are the pixels of the image that can be 
interpreted, moved, transformed, cut, or separated at any level of application. All 
of the above-mentioned graphical applications can be “applied” onto these 
layers. 
To simulate a process color overprint, the process color layers in a graphic 
design can be attributed with an overprint fill. The overprint fill allows the 
overlapping regions of the process colors to print one over another, instead of 






overprint preview shows us how the overprint color appears in the overlapping 
regions. (Photoshop Help, 2005) 
A similar effect to overprint can be achieved by using blend modes. The 
Adobe design software packages (such as Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign) 
offer blend modes as a graphic design application. This application is one of the 
transparency functions of the software.  
The Adobe PDF Reference Manual states there are 16 different types of 
blend modes. According to the theories of blend modes and their relativity to the 
properties of an overprint, the ones that resemble to the overprint of any chosen 
colors are the Darken and Multiply blend modes only. Although these two blend 
modes vary slightly in their definitions of their interactions, they give an effect 
similar to an overprint. However, it is important to note that these blend modes 
were not designed to replicate or to replace overprint fill; it is only the output color 
of these definitions that appears to be similar to that of an overprint. (PDF 
Reference, 2006)  
 
PDF Transparency 
Transparency, as the word suggests, is the range of visibility of a 
component (object) in a graphic design in terms of its color and shape. 
Transparency in PDF is an imaging model that is based on the blending or 






similar to a stack function; “the order in which objects are specified determines 
the stacking order but not necessarily the order in which the objects are painted 
onto the page”. (PDF Reference, 2006) This is because the blend modes of the 
overlapping objects are defined with certain specifications that give different 
visual results under different conditions. 
Any object in the PDF transparency model is described by two scalar 
quantities: shape and opacity. These two factors not only define the existence of 
an object, but also determine the color of the object. The color of the object 
always corresponds to the color space to which it is being referred. The variation 
in the final result of a group of objects together depends on the type of blending 
that occurs between these objects. Each object in a group can be defined with 
varying transparency, according to the variation in the scalar quantity parameters 
of shape and opacity. The variation of these parameters is from 0.0 to 1.0, 
ranging from no existence to full existence. (PDF Reference, 2006) 
 
Blend Modes 
Blend modes are basically the mathematical composition expressions that 
provide a functionality of color interaction between the backdrop and the source 
colors to yield another resulting color. Graphic designers use these blend modes 
to produce special-impact effects in the graphics. The blend modes are 






particular color spaces. The color spaces generally supported by either of the 
blend modes do not include spot colors. Spot colors are addressed in a 
separation color space and need to be converted to an alternative color space for 
any transparency interactions. (PDF Reference, 2006) 
 
Types of Blend Modes  
According to The Adobe PDF Reference, there are about 20 blend modes 
in the PDF transparency model. These blend modes are categorized into 2 types 
– 16 Separable and 4 Non-Separable. The basis of the categorization of the 
blend modes is a parametric requirement of each of the components in the 
blending mode. A blend mode is said to be separable if each of the components 
of the resultant color is determined by the corresponding components of the 
constituent backdrop and source colors. This type of blend mode generally 
supports any color space. The non-separable blend modes consider all color 
components in combination, and their computation depends on the blending 
color space in which the components are interpreted. They usually work only in 
those color spaces that have RGB components; while the CMYK process color 









Spot Colors and Transparency 
The PDF Reference states that the transparency model was first 
developed for the process colors, i.e., those produced by the colorants of an 
output device. They can be specified directly in the color space of the device, or 
they can be converted from another color space, such as the CIE-based color 
space. This means that process colors can be converted to and from the group’s 
color space; a group is referred to as a set of overlapping objects that have 
different colors. 
However, spot color is an additional element or color component, which is 
based on an independent color space. At the same time, spot colors, at their 
output stage, are device-dependent; they are assigned specifically to the device’s 
gamut and color constraints. Color conversions or lookup references for spot 
colors, in terms of their interactions such as transparency and blend modes, are 
not defined; it is more understood as the transparency model was not designed 
to include spot colors. (PDF Reference, 2006) Although these statements are 
contradictory to the Thesis testing, the methodology will help to obtain some 
information that will support the visual content of the spot color interactions.  
 
Paired Comparison 
In order to understand and to analyze the comparison of an overprint 






mode, or transparency, a visual perception-based procedure must be followed. A 
paired comparison method will define the best procedure to follow. This 
procedure can provide substantial data for predictability of overprint color across 
hardcopy prints and monitor displays.   
Predictability or visual agreement can be achieved between the overprint 
colors as displayed and as printed when the reference and sample at every stage 
are analyzed using a paired comparison method. This method is a visual 
perception and analysis method that, from a given set of samples, a pair of the 
samples is compared, along with the reference. Thus, each sample is tested 
twice, upon various combinations of pairs, to attain a derivation of the color-
matching data. It derives the best matching sample by ranking each of the 
matching samples from the sample pairs, the highest ranker being the best. 
(Color Perception, 2007)  
A paired comparison is useful for testing any visual perception–based 
scenario, for example softproofing. The current scenario in the packaging 
industry is focused toward qualitative applications of softproofing systems. Spot 
colors, in particular, are at the center of discussion, research, and persistent trials 
for this effort. This research is based on the very same aspect of assessing the 
currently available premedia software tools and applications for the use of 








Cross-media comparison is a focused implementation of the paired 
comparison procedure, where the comparison occurs across media. The 
reference is the color that is perceived from a reflective medium, such as printed-
paper, and the sample is the color that is perceived from a transmissive medium, 
such as a monitor display. Thus the term “cross-media” derives its relativity and 
proximity to softproofing.  
 
Softproofing of Spot Colors 
In a proofing environment within the package printing industry, spot colors 
are of the best interest. Proofing spot colors has been quite challenging, as most 
of the time, the chosen spot colors lie outside of the printable ranges (i.e., the 
color gamut) of the CMYK-output devices (packagePRINTING, 2006). Pantone 
provides spot color definitions to print software applications, such as Adobe 
Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator, and the QuarkXPress. Spot colors are defined in 
the Lab color space, and each of them has a unique combination of the L*, a*, 
and b* values. By default, spot colors are represented as a separation and are 
not involved with the process colors in the printing process. (Illustrator Help, 
2005)  
When the spot colors are displayed on the screen, the color that appears 






could be outside the gamut of the monitor display. The monitor display is an 
RGB-based output device. All of the colors, either process or spot which are 
defined by their corresponding color spaces, will be represented on the monitor 
display in their equivalent values of R, G, and B only. Most of the monitor 
displays do not have enough gamut volume to fit in all of the spot colors. In those 
cases, the spot color will be mapped down to their possible or displayable RGB 
equivalents. This causes a mismatch between an out-of-gamut spot color and its 
hardcopy reference, demonstrating that softproofing for spot colors is neither 







A Review of the Literature in the Field 
 
Introduction 
This section of the Thesis reviews the literature that relates to the topic 
and the research. The review starts from the basic differences between process 
colors and spot colors. The next part discusses the software operations for their 
rendering and the simulation of spot color overprinting on a monitor display. After 
having shown the problems throughout, the discussion then turns to reviews of 
the softproofing workflow. The succeeding part of the review is about visual 
perception of colors, spot colors in specific, for the visual agreement between 
colors as displayed on-screen as softproofs and colors printed as hardcopy 
references. The last part of the discussion in the literature review presents the 
issues and the current status of the industry in terms of the demands, 










Differences Between Process and Spot Colors 
Process Colors 
To enable the simulation of the process colors in the electronic canvas, 
software applications are designed to provide a CMYK color space that 
represents the process color primaries: cyan, magenta, yellow, and black. These 
colors are reproduced in their respective channels that ultimately converge to 
represent the actual desired color or color interactions. The process color system 
is robust due to the vast amount of information provided for all of the aspects of 
color management: color consistency, device binding, color repeatability, color 
reproduction, predictability, profiling, color control, assessment, visual perception, 
conditioning, color-managing a workflow, workflow optimization, etc. All of these 




Considering the known information on process color, the focus is shifted to 
spot colors. It can be understood that the spot color system and its problems 
have long been under discussion. The spot color inks are pre-mixed colorants 
that are used for specific color renditions. These colors are based on their color 
definitions in the Lab color space. The Lab color space is a fixed color space that 






to produce a wider gamut of colors in the print output or to produce prints that 
have exclusive colors. Spot color inks, as opposed to the process color inks, are 
generally not in good relationship with ink transparency. The “process colors inks 
are transparent so they blend together (by overlapping dots and ink films) to give 
the other color in the spectrum”.(D19C Reflection Densitometer, n.d.)  
Even if the spot color is defined by its Lab color value, the problem relates 
to the display of the spot colors and the accuracy of the displayed spot color. 
Other problems with the spot colors relate to their reproduction, repeatability, and 
predictability. (packagePRINTING, 2007) Spot colors are specifically significant 
for package printing processes; the necessity of achieving consistency in all of 
the above-mentioned properties increases when color management of spot 
colors is used to give the brand and image to an organization. Although the 
process color system is still on the way to becoming completely robust and 
foolproof, the significance lies in the issues that are most solvable and less 
redundant. This accounts for the superiority of the process color systems, as 
opposed to the spot color system. (packagePRINTING, 2006) 
 
Overprinting in Process and Spot Colors 
Digital simulation of process colors is extremely straightforward and has a 
clear breakdown of the channel data in the software applications. If overprinting 






and predicted accurately from the digital world. For example, when solid magenta 
is printed over solid yellow, then the resultant color is red. This physical reality 
can be simulated in the digital front by simply specifying the color with the 
primaries (CMYK) in Photoshop or any of the Creative Suite applications, or in 
any of the designing-related or print-related software packages. The same 
physical reality can also be simulated when two separate color objects with 
constituent color information (yellow and magenta) overlap one on the other; the 
overlapping object is as an overprint. If the creativity goes a step further, the 
digital world has blending modes that define the color interactions between two 
overlapping objects. A few of the blend modes may also be used to simulate the 
overprint of two-color objects. (Photoshop Help, 2005) Testing should be done to 
further understand the proximity of the simulation of the overprint with blend 
modes.  
When the context is the overprinting of spot colors, the question arises 
about what is known about the resultant color. Spot colors belong to an 
independent color space that does not have any primaries (such as is seen in the 
process color system.) So the resultant subtractive color mix of any two spot 
colors is not known, unless it is determined by applying the overprint fill to the 
overlapping spot color objects or by trying to simulate the overprint using blend 






Esko Graphics’ new software plug-in, Display Inks, claims to render and to 
accurately predict the overprints for any of the overlapping spot colors. (Ink Tools 
for Adobe Photoshop, n.d.) However, testing the Display Inks plug-in with the 
specifics of the test block for this research (such as availability in Adobe 




The printing industry has seen various phases of change in workflow 
technology. The initial days of the early 1990s saw Postscript as the print input 
file standard. A great extent of research, discussions, problems, and 
discrepancies surfaced when the need for perfection and robustness in the 
technology increased. Problems with PostScript became apparent within several 
aspects of the print workflow–transparency was amongst the biggest concerns.  
A later stage of development saw the dawn of the new era of printing 
standard–PDF. This new printing standard was much appreciated for its flexibility 
and its “all-in-one” format of the print file, which handled any type of color space, 
profile, transparency, etc. For the process color printing workflow, PDF has the 
capability to print the given digital input to an expected and predicted output. This 
statement is verified by the fact that the current standard of digital input for the 






specification can address a precise set of workflow application tasks (Adobe PDF 
in Print Production Workflow, 2005).  
 
PDF & PDF/X  
Since the development of PDF, the industry has seen a great 
advancement in the implementation of workflow by various original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs.) Agfa was the first OEM to create a complete PDF-based 
workflow solution that had several raster image processing (RIP) functionalities, 
such as trapping, imposition, and color management (American Printer, 1997). 
Figure 1 shows a complete PDF-based workflow. It depicts the multi-facets of the 
usage of the PDF file in the workflow – from the client’s file input to the graphic 
design creation; from delivery to production and printing; from soft-proofing back 
to client; and to output for press, or cross media, or archive. 
 
 
Figure 1: PDF Workflow 






PDF/X is the new exchange standard of the PDF. Specified by the ISO, 
PDF/X is categorized into these three print output specification settings required 
for the input PDF distillation process: 
(i) PDF/X-1, created for a complete exchange using CMYK data; PDF/X-1a is 
the latest version of it 
(ii) PDF/X-2, created for a flexible exchange of data 
(iii) PDF/X-3, created for a blind exchange of data and suitable for color-
managed workflows (McDowell, 2001) 
 
Although these specifications have been updated to add some more 
refinement, new specifications, PDF/X-4 and PDF/X-5, are also being given to 
address some of the other issues in the workflow. It was discussed in The IS&T 
Reporter’s Standards Update that these new specifications will address some of 
long-standing issues in the industry. The issues that would be covered by these 
specifications include live transparency and inclusion of output intent profiles 
(McDowell, 2005). 
 
Issues in Spot Color Workflows 
As evident from the previous discussion, there are several factors talked 
about in the industry, which deal with most of the aspects of the print workflow. 






simulation, blending in spot colors, workflow support, workflow characterization, 
and the current industrial scenario.  
 
CMYK Simulation of Spot Colors  
Spot color proofing can sometimes be more problematic than a highly 
color-managed process color proofing. This may be because the over-saturated 
spot colors are less consistent and less predictable in a print workflow. In most of 
the cases of proofing, spot colors are generally simulated through a process 
color system (CMYK,) i.e., they are simulated by, or are converted to, process 
colors. (packagePRINTING, 2007) However, this procedure turns out to give bad 
results that do not match the intended color when the chosen spot color is way 
too far out of the gamut of the CMYK color profile. Although the Hexachrome 
colors are included into the current proofing systems, the results have not yet 
been very successful. (packagePRINTING, 2006) and (packagePRINTING, 
2007) 
While it is not only a problem of inaccuracy to simulate or predict the spot 
colors their overprint, but also there is less information to support it. Problems for 
spot colors also seem to exist in the print workflow, even when the digital input 








Display Simulation of Spot Colors 
When the context is display of spot colors, the color gamut of the spot 
color library is much larger than the RGB or sRGB gamut of the display screen, 
and when the chosen spot color is from the wider gamut, the conversion required 
to reproduce the match to the particular spot color can be problematic. 
(PANTONE_bridge, n.d.) This is an issue that can potentially affect the package 
printing industry, as the color scheming is largely dependent on spot colors and 
special colors, such as metallic colors. The non-reliability concern is that the 
chosen spot colors represented on the screen may or may not be the truest 
match to the original spot colors in the Pantone library. (packagePRINTING, 
2007)  
The digital simulation of the spot colors is also critical in the perception of 
the chosen color. Monitor profiling is important to ensure that the display device 
is calibrated to a known standard; the profiling should be done on a regular basis 
to ensure the consistency in the display. The spot color we choose may or may 
not appear in its truest color due to various reasons. The first reason is the gamut 
of the display; the spot color should be within the gamut of the display in order to 
be displayed correctly. We may choose some spot colors that lie slightly outside 
the gamut of the sRGB profile of the monitor; thus, the color is misrepresented. 






is to ensure that what we are able to see on the display can also be reliably 
printed. 
It is prudent to practice this monitor profiling because the spot colors are 
colorimetrically defined in Lab values, and the monitor display has RGB colors; 
the interpretation of the spot colors on the monitor display is not known to be 
absolute. Significant research needs to be conducted to learn about this 
interpretation of spot colors in order to make reliable decisions about color 
perception.  
 
Confusing Issues When Using Graphic Design Software 
One of the most misinterpreted and often confusing elements in the 
current workflow is the blend mode (mlewan/Magnus, 2006, Francis, n.d.). Blend 
modes are used for obtaining appealing and attracting special effects of color or 
image blends. Oftentimes graphic designers end up using various blend modes 
in an ad hoc manner (Francis, n.d.). The colors mixed with these blend modes 
have an unpredictable output on various RIPs, as the RIPs handle the PDF files 
according to the PostScript interpretation at the endpoint in their print engines 
(Adobe PDF Print Engine, 2006). 
The variation in using blend modes for obtaining special effects in an 






(Francis, n.d.). This is a problem for the proper usage of blend modes and the 
correct understanding of the properties of each blend mode.  
When asked about the confusion over the issues in blend mode variations 
and their specific utilities, Dov Isaacs, Principal Scientist, Adobe Systems, Inc. 
said, “The genie is out of the bottle,” meaning that the trueness of the usability of 
the blend modes is completely dependent on the visual effect that ultimately 
gives an appeal to the graphic designer (Carter, Blaise, Dreissche, Maes, & 
Tandt, 2006). 
 
Blending in Spot Colors 
Spot colors are the most favorable lookup source for the promotional 
aspect of package print design; this has more leverage towards success in the 
workflow when it is completely supported by the PDF/X Workflows. 
The PDF/X specifications do not provide a clear description of support for 
spot color transparency, as compared to support for process colors (ISO/DIS 
15930-7, 2006). The nature of the spot colors is one of the primary sources of the 
instability in the PDF support for workflow implementations. The list of PDF-
supported blending color spaces does not include spot colors, but they are 
categorized into another color space, called Separation Color Space, or even as 
DeviceN Color Space. Since spot colors are based on the separation color 






converted into the blending color space (ISO/DIS 15930-7, 2006, PDF 
Reference, 2006).  
However, “a separation color space provides consistent, predictable 
behavior, even on devices that cannot directly generate the requested color.” 
(PDF Reference, 2006). Although the materials state that spot color interactions 
can exist within a PDF file, the particulars of know-how and any other related 
research has not been mentioned, either in The PDF Reference Manual or any in 
other literature in the industry. These statements have great potential to make a 
pathway to real innovations that re-define the implementation of PDF/X 
workflows in the package printing industry. 
 
Color Perception 
Color perception is the most important phenomenon for any decision 
throughout the print workflow. It is required to assess and to understand the 
resultant color at all stages of a printing process – design, display, premedia, and 
print. As described by Prof. Robert Chung,  
“Color perception is a complicated phenomenon. It is a response to 
a stimulus that includes sensation, memory, and thoughts...[Since it 
is a visual phenomenon, there are many factors, such as]… 
illuminant-related, object-related, psychophysically related, and 






which influence the perception of the color. (2007) 
In the printing industry, color perception is a key decision-maker. If seeing 
is believing, then most of the processes of the print workflow will have color 
matching discrepancies because, in every process within the print workflow, the 
native output colors are bound to be different by nature, such as what happens to 
a spot color specified in L*a*b, a color displayed in RGB, and a color proofed or 
printed in CMYK. The procedures that are followed to make a seamless color 
perception throughout the print workflow are better known as “color 
management.” The process of viewing color requires standardized environment – 
illumination, surroundings, perception interface, etc.  D50 or D65 are the color 
temperatures set for standardized lighting, while neutral gray is the standard 
surrounding color that has no effect on the visual perception. Visual perception in 
the print workflow is used to compare a given sample to a known reference, so 
that the match is tested for its strength. (packagePRINTING, 2007) 
 
Softproofing 
Softproofing is one of the processes that has been under discussion 
recently. Color management for softproofing of process colors is robust; it has 
been proven that it can provide a seamless color match across the print 
reference and the display sample in a softproofing setup. Several factors come 






influential in constructing, performing, testing, and analyzing a softproofing 
scenario. 
The International Standards Organization (ISO) has established a 
standard for softproofing: ISO/DIS 12646 Graphic technology—Displays for 
Colour Proofing—Characteristics and Viewing Conditions. It provides 
recommendations on several aspects of softproofing, including the calibration of 
monitor display device, spatial resolution and glare of the screen surface of 
displays, ambient lighting settings in the softproofing view area, and viewing 
direction of the flat-panel displays. (2006) 
Following these guidelines in Section 4.7.2 of this ISO standard, it can be 
understood that the monitor display has been restricted from any direct contact 
with incident light (2006).  
According to Sigg and Prakhya, this separation of the display from any 
incident light causes a higher perceptual contrast around the monitor display, due 
to the dim or dark ambience. In the GraphicLite “gti” softproofing-viewing booth, 
the monitor does not have any common (non-distracting) surround. The three-
dimensional space around the monitor causes more distraction to the already 
existing perceptual contrast of the monitor display in the dim or dark ambience. 
(2008) Sigg and Prakhya propose a modification of this issue in their soon-to-be-
published article, “Modification of ISO Specifications for Surround Conditions of a 






The Ugra Display Analysis and Certification Tool® (UDACT,) created by 
Ugra, not only certifies “soft proofing displays,” but also sets them apart from 
“office displays.” This separation allows the users to decide the best “display type 
that fits their needs.” Incidentally, this publication argues that the softproofing 
standard, ISO/DIS 12646 Graphic Technology—Displays for Colour Proofing—
Characteristics and Viewing Conditions, does not provide user-friendly 
specifications. It states that the specifications given in the ISO standard will 
require users to be equipped with high-end infrastructure, which is mostly not 
possible. However, this publication claims that the UDACT has “transformed” 
these “scientific specifications” into user-friendly software “to certify with utmost 
precision”. (Ugra Display Analysis and Certification Tool - User's Guide, 2006) 
 
Softproofing of Process Colors and Spot Colors 
Setting aside the ISO standard and its proposed modification, the 
softproofing scenario is proven for its support of CMYK colors across printed 
hardcopy references and displayed monitor samples. 
In the article, “Has Proofing Gone Soft?” Jean-Marie Hershey interviews 
several people from within the industry, specifically from Esko-Graphics (Gee 
Ranasinha, Director of Marketing, DALiM Software; Jim Summers, President of 






a variety of questions regarding the current industry situation on softproofing for 
process colors, and also on spot colors.  
They were of the opinion that printing industry had tremendously benefited 
with the onset of the softproofing system. This is because it has reduced huge 
expenses in inventory and, more importantly, in the required turn-around time, 
which would have been needed otherwise for a hardcopy-proofing scenario. 
However, this has not been well accepted by few of the prepress production 
houses, which make business on the “expensive hardcopy” their “contract”. 
(packagePRINTING, 2007) 
When asked about softproofing for spot colors, Ranasinha of Esko 
Graphics said,  
“The effectiveness of soft proofing depends on whether the job has 
a color gamut that can be proofed remotely or soft proofed, whether 
the color gamut in a packaging environment has an ICC profile that 
can be displayed accurately on a monitor. As soon as you go 
outside the traditional gamuts with special spot colors, metallics, 
etc., the argument for soft proofing falls down”. 
(packagePRINTING, 2007) 
 
Contrarily, AVA CAD/CAM Ltd., a software company that creates software 






view an accurate design representation on screen and know that this is what will 
be achieved in final production - What You See Is What You Get!”. (AVA 
Production Colour Profiling (PCP), 2007) 
Also, Ugra provides the certification tool for a softproofing setup only with 
the “48 patches of the Ugra/FOGRA Media Wedge®,” which is a process color 
reference and does not include a spot color reference. (Ugra Display Analysis 
and Certification Tool - User's Guide, 2006) 
 
Current Scenario in the Printing Industry 
As seen in the softproofing workflow, the support for softproofing is not the 
only requirement. PDF is the most used workflow across various media and also 
the printing industry, such as the package printing to commercial.   
(packagePRINTING, 2007) 
Considering the package printing industry, the most required features of 
the premedia applications (such as live-transparency) are not supported by any 
of the PDF/X standards, except for the PDF/X-4 standard (while it is still being 
revised for full release).  
The PDF/X workflow in the package printing industry is going through 
improvement and development. (packagePRINTING, 2007) It is important to test 
the support for transparency in the PDF/X-4 specification for its conformance and 






Packaging Graphic Requirements 
The package printing industry has attributed the failure of the PDF/X 
workflow implementation to the incompatibility of the PDF/X files, having all the 
“packaging graphic requirements into a one-size-fits-all file”. (McConnell, 2002) 
The major issue was support for spot colors, alongside support for transparency, 
as most of the package printing design involves a wide range of special graphic 
effects, and the color scheming is based on spot colors for high-impact graphic 
designs. (packagePRINTING, 2006, Millward, 2001) 
In the package printing industry, high-impact graphics are used to express 
a differentiation of a market niche. In order to make the graphics highly impact 
the market, the mere usage of spot colors is not sufficient; consistency and 
predictability of the color are the most important aspects for branding of a 
company. In addition, these parameters, in particular, are becoming non-uniform 
due to variation in results under various circumstances and application 
environments. (Eller, 2006) Extension of color out of the gamut of the normal 
CMYK process colors reaps benefits to brand owners and designers; they 
acquire a color scheming that provides scope to their market-differentiation, 









Predictability of Spot Color Blending 
The above-mentioned facts and statements lead to a discussion of the 
ultimate goal of this Thesis research, i.e., the predictability of the transparency 
blending of the spot colors. The predictability also depends on the relationship 
between the digital blending of colors to the real world mixing of spot colors. 
Although predictability of spot color interactions has not been successful in the 
package printing industry, a review on the few efforts made by various 
organizations regarding this concern follows.  
The Ghent Work Group (GWG) is an international organization that works 
to create specifications for a successful implementation of PDF/X workflows in 
the package printing industry. In the 2006 Package Printing Sub-Committee 
Meeting, held by GWG, it was mentioned that spot color interactions are the most 
significant source of problems in PDF workflows, as a major portion of spot color 
printing jobs involve graphical applications, such transparency and blending 
modes. The Sub-Committee has established the GWG specifications for PDF/X 
usage in a package printing workflow. However, these specifications do not 
mention any PDF/X support or implementation for specific issues, such as live-
transparency in spot colors. ISO will release PDF/X-4 specifications by mid-2008, 
and so the GWG specifications are expected to be updated by then. (Carter, 






On the other hand, Esko Graphics has invented a plug-in for Adobe 
Photoshop–a plug-in that provides a predicted appearance of the overprint color 
of two or more overlapping spot colors. (Inks Tools for Adobe Photoshop, n.d.) 
For visual predictability, these resources seem to provide required information, 
but the actual testing has to be done to validate them.  Also, the software plug-in 
only provides the visual appearance of the spot color overprint and not the actual 
color value of the overprint color as a reference.  
 
The RIP Difference 
As the technology has been changing, as well as improving, its intricacies 
have been increasing. In the printing industry, the workflow has been evolving 
with a new face as it makes the transition from one technology to another, but at 
the same time, a new set of problems have come with it. (Prakhya & Hull, 2006)  
The fact that the industry has shifted from a PostScript-based workflow to 
a PDF-based workflow has introduced several new advantages, flexibilities, 
definitions, complexities, and requirements. The PDF-workflow is still suffering 
from PostScript conversion in the printer engine. The scenario is that the input 
PDF files, when sent into the current printers through the PostScript-based RIPs, 
get converted into PostScript, at least before they ultimately get into the printer 
engine for imaging interpretation. This conversion of the PDF files to PostScript is 






workflow. This is because the end-point PostScript conversion will pull down the 
PDF flexibility and versatility efficiencies to a large extent. Most of the features 
that are supported by PDF (such as embedded fonts, multi-profile support, 
transparency, trapping, etc.) will be changed or adjusted to the PostScript level of 
implementation; this leads to undesired outcomes on the print rendering side of 
the workflow. (Adobe PDF Print Engine, 2006)  
The problem also relates to spot color reproduction via a PDF workflow. 
PDF/X specifications do not mention support for transparency in spot colors, 
which impedes the implementation of the PDF/X workflow in the package printing 
industry. Although PDF/X-4 can be created to display on the screen, it may be 




The literature review has shown that spot color interactions are the biggest 
source of confusion and discrepancies because spot color overprint references 
do not exist prior to premedia software display prediction, such as the “Overprint 
Preview” in graphic design software or the “Display Inks” plug-in of Esko 
Graphics.  
While the spot color predictability is not well supported, what also poses a 






displayed, to spot colors as printed.  The digital color interactions, such as blend 
modes for spot colors, do not have clearly described basic reference information 
in The PDF Reference Manual.  
While the design and premedia aspect of the workflow is a problem, the 
display stage also has a discrepancy of spot colors being properly specified to be 











This Thesis, “Visual Agreement Between Spot Colors as Displayed and as 
Printed,” addresses these two areas of research:  
(i) For predicting a display sample of spot colors and their overprints in 
comparison to the given hardcopy references, and 
(ii) Assessing the degree to which premedia software applications are 
able to display spot colors and their overprints accurately on the 
display monitor. 
 
As the research areas are stated above, the research hypotheses are: 
(i) In a calibrated softproofing setup, the color management between the 
Device Space (in either premedia and print design software or the 
color source) and the Profile Conversion Space (in the display 
monitor) will enable an accurate on-screen display representation of 







(ii) The premedia software applications provide an accurate assessment 
for the on-screen prediction of spot color overprints, when compared 
to the printed hardcopy spot color overprint references in a calibrated 
softproofing setup. 
 
The above-mentioned research hypotheses relate to the theoretical basis 
of the Thesis study in various aspects, such as (a) softproofing of spot colors, (b) 
spot colors and transparency, (c) overprint color in design, display, and print, etc.  
 The first hypothesis relates to the idea of color management for spot 
colors, which is an inspiration from the color management for process colors. The 
research methodology includes an experiment on the color management of 
process colors that was considered as a validated reason to perform the 
experiment on spot colors. 
The second hypothesis tries to find out what the premedia and design 
softwares have to offer as their on-screen prediction of spot color overprints. The 
research methodology includes all possible scenarios to assess the performance 
of the special graphic design attributes provided by the premedia and design 







The research methodology is designed to drive the experimental 
procedure in determining the cross-media comparison between the color sample 
displayed on the monitor and the color printed on the hardcopy reference. 
The term cross-media comparison is used in this report to indicate a visual 
comparison between the colors on a hardcopy substrate and the colors displayed 











The methodology is implemented in a cross-media comparison setup, 
which involves the setup of the hardcopy viewing booth and the softproofing 
monitor display. These setups are calibrated and profiled prior to using them for 
the experimental setups and procedures. 
However, prior to calibrating and profiling, the softproofing setup has been 
modified so as to make the cross-media comparison more effective and feasible 
for the thesis research. Franz Sigg and Sri Hemanth Prakhya, in their article 
“Modification of ISO Specifications for Surround Conditions of a Softproofing 
Setup” (2008), describe the procedure of this modification. According to this 
article, the cross-media comparison has been done in a common surround that 
cancels the visual distraction that is seen in a general softproofing scenario. The 
softproofing display monitor is setup into the hardcopy-viewing booth, alongside 
the hardcopy reference, and under the common surround mask. Please see 
Appendix B for the details of this procedure, and see Appendix C for the details 






The methodology was implemented in two phases, Cross-media 
Comparison Setup and Cross-media Comparison Experiment. The Cross-media 
Comparison Setup was used to construct a platform that was used in the Cross-
media Comparison Experiment. These two phases have been functionally 
structured into various steps to follow. The following Figure 2 is the flowchart that 
illustrates the methodology of the thesis research. 
 
 














































The approach taken by this experiment is to start from the known ICC-
based color management scenario in process colors to assess the possibility in 
spot colors. Major parameters in monitor display calibration and profiling, as well 
as the parameters in PDF display, are examined closely to help define the 
experimental platform. 
 
2. Materials and Equipment Needed 
2.1. Softproofing station – “GrapicLite gti” viewing booth (model VPI/SP-40, at 
D50 lighting) 
2.2. Common surround mask  
2.3. Adobe Creative Suite 3 Applications, i.e., Illustrator, Photoshop, 
InDesign, and Acrobat Pro 
2.4. Display monitors (20” and 30” Apple Cinema Displays) 
2.5. Printed hardcopy references – (a) for process colors, hardcopy 
references are printed by Epson Stylus Pro 4000 on Epson premium 
semi-gloss photo quality paper; (b) for spot colors, hardcopy references 
printed by Heidelberg SM74 using Pantone-certified inks from Superior 
Inks on NewPage Sterling Ultra 100 # gloss cover stock paper 
2.6. Eye-One Pro color measuring device set and Eye-One Match software 
for monitor calibration process 






3. Procedure for Cross-Media Comparison Setup 
The procedure for cross-media comparison setup, illustrated as Phase 1 
in Figure 2, has seven sections of implementation. The setups for the hardcopy 
viewing and monitor display focus on calibrating and profiling their corresponding 
infrastructure, i.e. GraphicLite gti VPI/SP-40 and the Apple 20” Cinema Display 
respectively. These were used for the cross-media comparisons between the 
hardcopy references and the monitor display samples of process colors, spot 
colors, and their overprints. The procedure for printing color references for the 
process colors also includes the references for the monitor calibration 
experiment, such as printed gray-scale reference for gamma. The following is the 
step-by-step procedure for the implementation of the cross-media setup. 
 
3.1. Hardcopy Viewing Setup  
3.1.1. Allow the GraphicLite ‘gti’ viewing station to warm up for 15 
minutes.  
3.1.2. Set the light intensity of the viewing station initially at 40 Trans-
Refl units on the station or at about 475 Lux measured from its 
center. (This value is determined after prior testing.) 
3.1.3. Set the ambient lighting condition to a dim setting at about 20 Lux 







3.2. Monitor Display Setup 
3.2.1. Set up the 20” Apple Cinema Display (Monitor_1) into the 
hardcopy-viewing booth as described in Appendix B (Figure 3). 
 
 
Figure 3. 20” Apple Cinema Display setup into the Viewing Booth 
 
3.2.2. Allow Monitor_1 to warm up for 15 minutes. 
3.2.3. Set up the 30” Apple Cinema Display (Monitor_2) in the adjacent 
monitor-viewing booth and use it as an extension to Monitor_1 for 
logistical purposes (for example, control of page display, data 






3.2.4. Use of the Eye-One Match software and the Eye-One Pro to 
create 16 monitor profiles for Monitor_1, with different 
combinations of color temperatures (D49, D50, D51, and D52,) 
gamma (1.9, 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2,) and target luminance (determined 
by the software).  
3.2.5. Store all 16 monitor profiles in the ColorSync Folder. 
 
The 16 monitor profiles were created for Monitor_1 to provide all of the 
possible combinations of the color temperature and the gamma samples in the 
experiment for the judges to determine the monitor profile that matches to the 
color temparature of the viewing booth and the gray-scale contrast of the printed 
reference respectively. The decision was made in a sequential manner; first, the 
color temperature and then, the gamma value of the monitor. In other words, the 
sequential determination was used to conduct and to manage the experiment 
more efficiently.  
Intially the experiment was started with monitor profiles of fixed gamma 
value of 1.9 and the color temparatures were D49, D50, D51, and D52. The best-
matching color temparature, for example D50, was then used as a fixed value, 
while the gamma values were 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2. When the best-matching 
gamma value was determined, for example 2.0, then the monitor profile for the 






This monitor profile was then used throughout the experiment of the cross-media 
comparison between the hardcopy references and monitor dislay samples of the 
process colors, spot colors, and their overprints. 
 
3.3. Process Color Hardcopy Reference Preparation 
3.3.1. The process color hardcopy reference patches include solid 
magenta and yellow patches, along with their overprints at 100% 
and 50% tints, with the dimensions of 6” x 5” for each patch. 
3.3.2. Configure the ColorBurst RIP to SWOP (v2) settings to print the 
Process Color hardcopy reference patches by using the Epson 
Stylus Pro 4000 inkjet printer and Epson premium semi-gloss 
photo quality paper. Cut the reference patches apart into 4 
pieces. 
3.3.3. Print the IT8.7/4-R CMYK target, for X-Rite DTP-70, under the 
above specified printing conditions. Measure the printed test 
target on the X-Rite DTP-70 by using the ColorPort software, to 
create an Epson Stylus Pro 4000 ICC profile and name it, 
Eps_4k_SWOPv2_Siml.icc. 
3.3.4. Create a blank document in Adobe InDesign, embed the ICC 






file. Use this white page document for the color temperature 
analysis in the monitor profiling process. 
3.3.5. Generate a test form in grayscale color mode with two blocks of 
black at 65% and 95%. Export it to PDF and print it under the 
hardcopy reference printing conditions. Use this document for the 
Gamma analysis in the monitor calibration process. 
 
It can be noticed that only Magenta, Yellow, and their overprints at 100% 
and 50 % tint are the printed references. Cyan and its overprints with magenta 
and yellow are not considered for two reasons; (1) Cyan is out of gamut of the 
monitor display and so any of its display samples would only be inaccurate, as 
they would be mapped down, and (2) including Cyan will make three process 
colors, which is much more complicated for the throughput of the experiment.  
 
3.4. Premedia Color Settings Setup 
3.4.1. After creating all of the display monitor profiles and the hardcopy 
reference profile, use any of the Adobe Creative Suite 3 software 
(for example, Photoshop CS3) to create presets of Color Settings 
for the display sample preparation and the paired comparison 






of the 16 monitor profiles, and the CMYK working space is set to 
the Eps_4k_SWOPv2_Siml.icc profile, as shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. Color Settings Dialogue box in Adobe Photoshop CS3 
 
Table 1 shows that the Color Settings presets (denoted as p1 through 
p16) have a fixed CMYK working space: Ep_SWOPv2_Siml.icc, while the RGB 
working space is chosen over possible monitor profile combinations of color 







Table 1. Combinations to Create Presets of Color Settings  
in Adobe Creative Suite 3 
 
 
3.4.2. At any of the following instances of display sample creation or 
paired comparison process, in any of the Adobe Creative Suite 3 
software applications, choose the Color Settings that correspond 
to the selected monitor profile prior to performing the process 
operation to coordinate with the color management workflow. 
 
3.5. Process Color Display Sample Preparation 
In order to evaluate the performance of the premedia software in 
displaying process color solids and overprints accurately, a number of screen 
shots representing different software settings are gathered. This procedure may 
be complicated by the screen shots, but it makes the conduction of the 
experiment so much more efficient in terms of time-period, shifting from one part 
of the experiment to the other, and visually simplifying the perception of the 
layout of the displayed samples. If the screen shots are not considered, the 
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procedure will be clogged by several time lapses that occur due to the logistic 
difficulty of the software interface, throughout the experiment. This procedure is 
also followed in the preparation of the spot color display samples. 
Following is the procedure used to prepare the four process color display 
samples:  
3.5.1. Choose one of the four process colors from Table 2, and follow 
the procedure below to create the four process color display 
samples for all of the monitor profiles. The display samples are 
actually the simulation profiles for the on-screen representation of 
a given process color. 
 
Table 2. Sample Preparation of Process Color Solids. 
 
 
For a given reference process color (for example, magenta solid,) it is 
initially created in Illustrator CS3 with the Epson printer ICC profile embedded. It 
is then exported as a “High Quality Print” PDF. This serves as a master for 
creating display samples in Adobe Acrobat Pro. 




















3.5.2. Open the master PDF in Adobe Acrobat Pro. In the Output 
Preview, (a) turn on “Simulate Paper Color” (see Figure 5), (b) 
select one of the four ICC profiles from “Simulation Profile” 
(Figure 5), and (c) make a screen shot of the displayed color. 
Repeat the process, following Steps (a) through (c) to create all 
four screen shots. 
 
 
Figure 5. Acrobat Pro Output Preview, example for SWOP simulation profile 
 
3.5.3. Assign all four display samples with one of the 16 monitor profiles 
in Adobe Photoshop CS3. Save the display samples as JPEG 
files. Repeat this step for all of the monitor profiles. 
3.5.4. To prepare six display sample pairs from four different display 






containing two random samples. (Randomized sampling is an 
effective way to an unbiased resultant data, which would be free 
any identification of patterns between the display samples). 
3.5.5. Export the InDesign document as “High Quality Print” PDF. 
3.5.6. Repeat Steps 3.5.1 to 3.5.5 to prepare the rest of the Process 
Colors. (See Table 2). 
 
The display samples have been chosen in the given way (Table 2) to 
show the variation of the simulation profiles. It was expected that the display 
samples with the correct simulation profile, Eps_4k SWOPv2_Siml, would match 
the hardcopy reference by means of paired comparison. In the event of this 
possibility, the methodology was carried over and extended to the color 
comparison experiment for spot colors. 
 
3.6. Spot Color Hardcopy Reference Preparation 
3.6.1. Select two high chroma (“7466” and “1788”) and two moderate 
chroma (“577” and “493”) Pantone-certified spot colors and 
create a solid spot color document for each of the chosen spot 
colors in Adobe Illustrator. 






3.6.3. Send the PDF file to the Kodak Prinergy RIP to make spot color 
plates. 
3.6.4. Use the Heidelberg SpeedMaster 74 sheet-fed offset press and 
NewPage Sterling Ultra 100 # gloss cover stock to print spot color 
hardcopy reference solids and overprints (100 % and 50% tints,) 
with the dimensions of 6” x 5 “ for each color. 
3.6.5. Cut the references apart into 8 pieces (4 solids and 4 overprints.) 
 
3.7. Spot Color Display Sample Preparation 
In order to evaluate the performance of the premedia software in 
displaying solid spot colors accurately, a number of screen shots representing 
different software settings are gathered. The following procedure is used to 
prepare the four solid spot color display samples: 
3.7.1. Choose one of the four spot color solids from Table 3 and follow 
the procedure below to create the four display samples for all of 
the monitor profiles. 
 
Table 3. Sample Preparation of Spot Color Solids 
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3.7.2. Create an Illustrator CS3 (CMYK) file for each of the four display 
sample conditions (Table 3) and save these documents as PDF 
files. 
3.7.3. Open the above PDF files in Adobe Acrobat Pro and make a 
screen shot for each file. 
3.7.4. In order to prepare these four display samples under other 
monitor profile settings, open one of these screen shots in Adobe 
Photoshop CS3; assign one of the 16 monitor profiles to the 
image and save it as a JPEG file. 
3.7.5. For the given monitor profile, prepare six display sample pairs 
from the four display samples of spot color solids and create a 
layout document in InDesign CS3, with each page containing two 
random samples. 
3.7.6. Export the InDesign document as “High Quality Print” PDF. 
3.7.7. Repeat Steps 3.7.4 through 3.7.6 for all of the screen shots and 
monitor profiles. 
3.7.8. Repeat Steps 3.7.1 through, 3.7.7 for all of the spot color solids 
(See Table 3). 
 
In order to evaluate the performance of the premedia software in 






representing different software settings are gathered. The following procedure 
was used to prepare the four spot color overprint display samples. 
 
3.7.9. Choose one of the four spot color overprints, from Table 4, and 
follow the procedure below to create the four corresponding 
display samples for the all of the monitor profiles. The display 
samples have been categorically chosen to show the various 
possible software definitions for the spot color overprints. 
 
Table 4. Display Sample Preparation for Spot Color Overprints. 
 
 
3.7.10. Choose the software, either Illustrator or Photoshop, 
corresponding to the choice made in Step 3.7.9; create a digital 
file for each of the four corresponding sample conditions and 
save these documents as PDF files. 
3.7.11. Open the above PDF files in Adobe Acrobat Pro (turn on the 
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“Overprint Fill with Opacity” display samples) and make a screen 
shot for each file. Figure 6 shows the Overprint Preview. 
 
 
Figure 6. Acrobat Overprint Preview. 
 
3.7.12. In order to prepare these four display samples under other 
monitor profile settings, open one of these screen shots in Adobe 
Photoshop CS3; assign one of the 16 monitor profiles to the 
image and save it as a JPEG file. 
3.7.13. For the given monitor profile, prepare six display sample pairs 
from the four display samples of spot color overprints and create 
a layout document in InDesign CS3, with each page containing 
two random samples. 






3.7.15. Repeat Steps 3.7.11 through 3.7.14 for all of the screen shots 
and monitor profiles. 
3.7.16. Repeat Steps 3.7.9 through 3.7.15 for all of the spot color 
overprints. (See Table 4.) 
 
3.8. After getting all of the display samples in both process colors and spot 
colors, gather all of the PDF files that correspond to one monitor profile 
and combine them into one PDF file. Repeat this process for all of the 
remaining monitor profiles. In this way, every monitor profile will have a 
corresponding set of all of the display samples. 
 
4. Experimental Procedures for Cross-Media Comparison  
In this part of the experiment, we address the selection of monitor profiles 
to favor the cross-media comparison before moving to the color comparisons. A 
total of ten observers, five men and five women, who demonstrated non-
deficiency in color perception were involved in the paired comparisons 
throughout the experiment. The experiment has been conducted with one 
observer at a time, going through each phase of the experiment, and the 
corresponding settings being uniquely to chosen per the observer’s decisions in 






The following are the illustrations on the workflow of the cross-media 
comparison experiment. Figure 7 shows the flowchart for the calibration and 
profiling of the monitor display and the viewing booth. The calibrated and profiled 
monitor display and the viewing booth were used in the color comparisons of the 
process and spot colors.  
 
 
Figure 7. Flowchart for the calibration of monitor display and viewing booth in the 








































4.1. Determine Best-matching Color Temperature of Monitor  
4.1.1. Place the hardcopy reference in the viewing booth. 
4.1.2. Open the blank document PDF in Adobe Acrobat Pro. Verify that 
the embedded ICC profile of the hardcopy reference is chosen in 
the “Output Preview.” (See Figure 5.) In addition, turn on the 
“Simulate Paper Color” option. 
4.1.3. Determine the best-matching Color Temperature of the monitor 
profile by conducting paired comparisons between the substrate 
white of the hardcopy reference and the four monitor profiles 
varying in color temperature. 
 
4.2. Determine Best-matching Gamma of Monitor  
4.2.1. Place the grayscale hardcopy reference in the viewing booth. 
4.2.2. Open the PDF in Adobe Acrobat Pro. Verify that the embedded 
ICC profile of the hardcopy reference is chosen in the Output 
Preview). In addition, turn on the “Simulate Paper Color” option. 
4.2.3. Determine the best-matching gamma value of the monitor profile 
by conducting paired comparisons between the grayscale 







This concluded the selection of the monitor profile for the cross-media 
comparison. The monitor setting was used as the platform for the following 
stages of color assessment for both process and spot colors and their 
interactions. 
 
4.3. Determine Best-matching Light Intensity of Viewing Booth 
4.3.1. While the grayscale hardcopy reference is still in the viewing 
booth, select the monitor profile with the color temperature and 
gamma determined by paired comparison from the ColorSync 
Folder. 
4.3.2. Allow the observer to adjust or to determine the match for the 
brightness of the hardcopy (substrate white) and the display by 
changing the light intensity of the viewing booth.  
 
Now, the light intensity of the viewing booth was determined and was fixed 
throughout the following experiments on color comparisons of process color and 
spot color solids and overprints. This allowed the observer to have a sense of 
how the visual appearance of printed hardcopy reference and monitor displayed 
sample were influenced by the light intensity of the viewing booth. This was 







4.4. Color Comparison between Hardcopy Color References and Monitor 
Display Samples 
With the determined best-matching monitor profile and the light intensity of 
the viewing booth by a judge, the following Figure 8 shows the flowchart for the 
workflow of the cross-media comparisons between the printed hardcopy 
reference and the monitor display samples of the solids and overprints of process 
and spot colors.  
 
 









































Follow the instructions below for all of the comparisons of the hardcopy 
color references with their monitor display samples. 
4.4.1. Place a hardcopy color reference (for example, magenta solid) on 
the provision given on the common surround mask and open the 




Figure 9. The view of conducting cross-media comparison. 
 
4.4.2. Ensure that the color management settings are as instructed in 
the premedia color settings set up (Section 3.4.2). 
4.4.3. Conduct paired comparison between the monitor display sample 






reference (sample on left of Figure 9). Choose the one that 
matches closer to the hardcopy reference. 
4.4.4. Repeat Step 4.4.3 for all of the display sample pairs that were 
respectively generated in 3.5.6 for process colors and 3.7.8 and 
3.7.16 for spot colors of their given hardcopy references, that 
were respectively generated in 3.3.2 for process colors and 3.6.5 
for spot colors.  
4.4.5. Repeat Steps 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 for all of the hardcopy color 
references and their monitor display color sample pairs. 
 
4.5. Gather all of the results to analyze the paired comparisons of the whole 
set of process and spot color solids and overprints.  
 
This whole experiment has been conducted with ten observers, whose 
answers have been taken into the paired comparison analysis charts (See 
Appendix A). These analyses have been used to find out if color management for 
process colors can be validated, so as to determine the possibility of the color 
management for spot colors. The analysis and conclusions of the cross-media 











The thesis experiment was formulated to design a softproofing scenario 
between the hardcopy color references and monitor display color samples of spot 
color solids and their overprints. The methodology of the experiment is intended 
to answer the question regarding the idea of softproofing for spot colors, i.e., “Is 
there a solution in the current premedia software to predict the spot color 
overprints?” 
The experiment is categorized into three parts: (1) Monitor calibration 
settings - Color Temperature and Gamma, (2) Process Colors – Magenta, 
Yellow, and their overprints at solid (100%) and tint (50%), and (3) (a) Moderate 
chroma spot colors – “493”, “577”, and their Overprints at solid and tint, (b) High 
chroma spot colors – “1788”, “7466”, and their Overprints at solid and tint.  
The paired comparison analyses (Appendix A) were used to determine the 
results of each part of the experiment. These analyses have defined two kinds of 
observers (judges) – consistent judges and inconsistent judges. Consistent 






while inconsistent judges were the otherwise. Triads, in the paired comparison 
analyses, are considered as errors in the results, where the statistical calculation 
requires a zero to be considered for analysis. Only the consistent judges were 
considered for the analyses of the paired-comparisons, throughout the 
experiment, so as to eliminate any statistical error.  
 
Part 1 – Monitor Calibration Settings 
The experiment started with the test on the monitor calibration settings to 
answer the question “Can a specific monitor profile with its calibrated settings 
facilitate a cross-media color comparison experiment that would involve process 
and spot colors?”  
This part of the experiment was used to adjust the monitor to match the 
measured color temperature of the light source in the viewing booth. The 
measured color temperature in the viewing booth is D50. The results of this 
experiment are shown in Table 5. These results are averaged from 7 of 9 
consistent judges. 
 













As shown in Table 5, the sample B, or the color temperature D50, of the 
monitor display has been given the highest score for the match with the white 
point of the hardcopy reference.  
The results of the gamma experiment are shown in Table 6. These results 
are averaged from 7 consistent judges (without any triads).  
 
Table 6. Choice of Gamma of Monitor Display 
 
 
As shown in Table 6, the sample B, or the gamma G 2.0, of the monitor 
display has been given the highest score for the match with the print contrast of 
the mid-tone gray level on the hardcopy reference. 
A subjective evaluation of the color temperature and the gamma of the 





















The information provided in Table 7 explains that there is no significant 
agreement between the judges for their ranking of the samples. But, it is also 
shown that the judges have identified sample B as really different amongst other 
samples. Please see Appendix A for more details. 
After performing the experiments on the color temperature and the gamma 
of the monitor display, the light intensity of the viewing booth in the softproofing 
setup is determined. The results of the experiment are shown in Table 8.  
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Although a variation exists in the judges’ choice, the most chosen light 
intensity is averaged to 40 Trans-Refl units. Part 1 ends with the above-
mentioned analyses, thus provides the best calibrated monitor profile that is used 
for comparison with the hardcopy references in the softproofing for process 
colors and spot colors.   
 
Part 2 – Process Color Comparisons 
The second part of the experiment is to compare process color hardcopy 
references and their monitor display samples. The experiment is setup to answer 
the question “Does ICC color management workflow prove right for softproofing 
of process colors?”  
The idea was to prove that color management could be used to convert 
the color in the device space (CMYK in the printer ICC profile) to the profile 
conversion space (RGB of the monitor display), so as to engage a softproofing 
scenario. This experiment was used to provide a validated inspiration to be used 
as the basic intent of the cross-media comparisons of the spot colors. However, 
cyan was not considered in the softproofing due to previously explained reasons 
such as, out-of-gamut color. 
The results of the comparisons of the process colors are shown in the 
Table 9. The results include the comparisons of the process colors as solids and 






Table 9. Choice of Simulation Profile for Process Colors 
 
 
Table 9 shows the choices of the best matching simulation profiles for the 
monitor display samples of the process colors. The best choices are determined 
from the scores given to each of the monitor display samples for each of the 
process colors. The results show that the simulation profile or the monitor display 
samples of the process colors is the expected Epson Stylus Pro 4000’s profile. 
However, the choice made for the Magenta and Yellow at solid overprint was a 
display sample of SWOP profile. This scenario requires an explanation and 
conclusion, which will be given in the Summary and Conclusions (Chapter 7). 
Although the results have shown the best choices for each of the monitor 
display samples, a detailed analysis on the subjective evaluation of each of the 
process colors provides a better understanding. Table 10 shows the subjective 
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Table 10. Subjective Evaluation of Paired Comparison of Process Colors  
 
 
Table 10 depicts that the judges had a significant agreement only for the 
comparison of Yellow color hardcopy reference and its monitor display samples. 
Test of significance was used to determine if the results of the experiments prove 
enough strength (significance), which is calculated using a statistical method. 
(See Appendix A for details of the tests of significance.  
Apart from the test of significance, a test for real difference among the 
samples was used to identify the display samples that appeared really different 
form the rest of the samples. This test supports the result of the test of 
significance; if the samples were really different, the judges’ agreement may be 
significant. The judges were able to identify real differences for display sample C 
and sample D for Magenta, Yellow, and M+Y (100%) respectively. However, they 
were not able to identify differences among the samples for M+Y (50%).  
The softproofing experiment for process colors has shown the expected 
results in most of their scenarios, except for the solid overprint of Magenta and 
Yellow. The reasoning and the conclusion for this variation will be provided in 
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Chapter 7, where the conclusions will either or not prove that ICC color 
management works for process colors. This will then be used for the conclusions 
of the softproofing of spot colors. 
 
Part 3 – Spot Color Comparisons 
The third part of the experiment is the actual region of interest for the 
thesis. Here, a softproofing scenario is setup for spot color solids and their 
overprints for comparisons between their hardcopy references and the 
corresponding monitor display samples. The softproofing setup for spot colors 
has the methodology that is inspired from the one used for process colors. 
However, it is characterized according to the parameters that prevail to spot 
colors and their interactions in both in physical reality of printing and the digital 
world of color interactions and displaying. This experiment is also setup to 
answer the question “Does ICC color management workflow support softproofing 
of spot colors?” 
The analysis of the results of the spot color comparisons will be done two 
sections:  (1) Spot color solids and (2) Spot color overprints. The spot color solids 
have samples of two categories: Moderate Chroma and High Chroma spot color 
solids. The spot color overprints, too, have two sub-categories for each of the 








Spot Color Solids 
For the thesis experiment, the moderate chroma spot color solids are 
“493” (Pink) and “577” (Green), while the high chroma spot color solids are 
“1788” (Red) and “7466” (Turquoise). Paired-comparison is performed between 
the corresponding monitor display samples and the printed hardcopy reference of 
each of these colors, which is setup on the guidelines mentioned in Chapter 5.  
The monitor display samples for the spot color solids vary by the color 
definition given to the spot color in the graphic design software. The samples 
also include the Correct PMS Color with Correct Substrate (Sample A), which is 
the authenticated color definition given by Pantone in their Color Library in any of 
the graphic design software. For example, Pantone 493 C is the correct PMS 
color and correct substrate definition that has to be given in the graphic software 
to represent an accurate monitor display sample of the coated substrate of the 
hardcopy reference for the same color. 
 Similarly, the rest of the samples definitions are CIELAB measurements 
of “493” on hardcopy reference (Sample B), Pantone 494 C (Sample C), and 
Pantone 493 M (Sample D) respectively. Had Sample A not been chosen as the 
best match, then Sample B is expected to see as the next best. Sample C and 
Sample D are included to find out if either of them is chosen as the best match 






colors, or a wrong simulation of the desired spot colors. The results of the 
comparisons of the spot color solids, both moderate chroma and high chroma, 
are shown in the Table 11.  
 
Table 11. Choice of Pantone Color Definition for Spot Color Solids 
 
 
As shown in Table 11, the choice for the best color definition of the spot 
color solids has varied throughout the experiment. Though the expected choice is 
Sample A, it (Pantone 493 C) is chosen only for the moderate chroma spot color 
solid, “493”. For the spot color solid “577”, the best-matching display sample is 
Sample D – Pantone 577 M, a spot color definition for matte stock. Sample B, 
CIELAB measured color from hardcopy reference, was the best-matching display 
sample for spot color solid “1788”, while it was Sample D, Pantone 7466 M, for 
the spot color solid “7466”. Of the four solid spot color hardcopy references, 
which are printed on a coated stock, two of them have their best-matching 
display samples of Pantone spot color definitions for matte stock. These 
differences can be explained by considering the subjective evaluation of the 
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paired comparison process for the spot color solids. It is important to see if it 
provides any potential information. See Table 12. 
 
Table 12. Subjective Evaluation of Paired Comparison of Spot Color Solids 
 
 
As seen in Table 12, there were 8 consistent judges for the spot color 
“493”, while there were only 6 for the rest. There was significant agreement 
between the judges for the colors “493” and “1788”, while there was no 
significant agreement for “577” and “7466”. The judges were able to identify real 
differences among the display samples for all of the spot colors, except “577” 
(Please see Appendix A for more details).  
This analysis of the paired comparison of the spot color solids leads to 
substantial questions such as: 
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1. Why was it a correct choice of the spot color definition for the best-
matching display sample only for the spot color solid “493” and not for 
the rest of them? 
2. Is there any external parameter that influences the perception of the 
spot colors and probably causes confusion between similar-looking 
colors? 
These questions require a thorough reasoning to assess and to conclude 
the reality of the softproofing for spot colors. Chapter 7 will provide the reasoning 
and the conclusions for all of the analyses of the color comparisons of the spot 
color solids. The reasoning and conclusion will also answer the questions on the 
support of ICC color system for a softproofing setup for spot colors and the 
capability of the current premedia software to predict spot color overprints.  
 
Spot Color Overprints 
The spot color overprints have two main categories: moderate chroma 
spot colors & high chroma spot colors and two sub categories in each: Overprint 
at solids and Overprint at 50% tints. The paired comparison process for the 
softproofing of these spot color overprints is setup on the guidelines mentioned in 
Chapter 5. The monitor display samples for each of the spot color overprints vary 
corresponding to their categories. However, the samples for all of the categories 






the Adobe Creative Suite software, such as Adobe Illustrator, for any two 
overlapping color objects or layers. The actual overprint color is simulated as an 
on-screen prediction in the Overprint Preview given in the Adobe Creative Suite 
software. The rest of the overprint definitions are chosen from 4 others: CIELAB 
measure from hardcopy reference, Photoshop Duotone, Multiply Blend Mode, 
and Overprint Fill with Opacity. 
The overprint color definitions given by CIELAB measurement from 
hardcopy and the Photoshop Duotone are direct simulation of overprint colors 
from a print reference and a software application respectively, and are second 
only to the Overprint Fill. The remaining overprint definitions in the experiment, 
i.e., the Multiply Blend Mode and the Overprint Fill with Opacity, are creative or 
indirect simulations of the overprint color.  
The Multiply Blend Mode only seems to work on similar lines of the 
Overprint Fill, but it is provided in the Adobe Creative Suite software only as one 
of the “Blend Modes” – a tool that is used to obtain some color interactions for 
visual appeal. The Overprint Fill with Opacity is actually changing the opacity 
level of the overprinting color object from solid to a certain tint value. This is used 
as an approach towards addressing the issues such as trapping and 






 However, it is important to know how close these creative ideas come into 
representing the actual reality of the spot color overprints. The conclusion of 
these overprint definitions will be given in Chapter 7.  
Tables 13, 14, 15, and 16 list the results of the choices made for the 
monitor display samples of the spot color overprints – “493” + “577” (100%), 
“493” + “577” (50%), “7466” + “1788” (100%), and “7466” + “1788” (50%) 
respectively. These reference overprint colors can be seen in their corresponding 
tables. The expected choice of the color definition for all of the mentioned spot 
color overprints is the Overprint Fill. 
 





















Table 14. Choice of Overprint Definition for “493” and “577” – 50% Tint 
 
 
Table 15. Choice of Overprint Definition for “7466” and “1788” – Solid 
 
 


































From the above-given information, it is clear that the CIELAB 
measurement of the hardcopy reference is the only display sample that was 
chosen as the best representation of the spot color overprints in all of the 
categories. These results are not expected, as the Overprint Fill is supposed to 
be the graphic design software’s best definition for the on-screen simulation and 
prediction of the spot colors overprints. The subjective analysis of the paired 
comparison of all of these overprints will, perhaps, provide an insight on this 
discrepancy. Table 17 will showcase the subjective evaluation of the paired 
comparisons of the spot color overprints.  
 
Table 17. Subjective Evaluation of Paired Comparison of Spot Color Overprints  
 
 
Table 17 shows that there was a significant agreement among the judges 
only for the moderate chroma spot color overprints, but not for the high chroma 
spot color overprints. The judges found sample B and sample C as really 
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different from the remaining samples of P+G (100 %) and T+R (100%) 
respectively, while they found the sample D as really different from the remaining 
samples of P+G (50%) and T+R (100%).  Please see Appendix A for details. 
This brings to the end of the analysis of the spot color overprints. None of 
the spot overprints did actually have the correct native representation in the 
graphic design software, unless the CIELAB measurement was used to define 
the color value of the on-screen simulation. The next section concludes the 
results and provides reasoning and discussions for all of the sections of the 







Summary and Conclusions 
 
Conclusions 
The results of the thesis experiment conducted on a softproofing setup for 
spot colors have provided substantial information on various aspects of the 
methodology of the experiment. The experiment is done in 3 parts, which provide 
distinct packets of results and analyses information, such as monitor calibration 
settings, process color comparisons, and spot color comparisons respectively.  
 
Monitor Calibration Settings 
The analyses on the paired comparison for the monitor calibration settings 
conclude that in the provided experimental setup, D50 color temperature and 2.0 
gamma of the monitor can be used as the standard settings in the monitor 
profiling or calibration process for a softproofing scenario (with measured color 
temperature of the viewing booth was D50). Eye-One Match software determines 
the luminosity value of the monitor at the instance of creating the monitor profile, 
and this value corresponds to the monitor’s capabilities and the chosen color 






unused or not chosen, which means that the experimental procedure for 
preparing the display sample sets can be standardized with the determined 
specifications. The procedure may then be repeated according to the 
requirement, instead of preparing a whole file-cluster of the monitor profiles and 
their display samples. 
 
Process Color Comparisons 
The experiment on the process color comparisons has helped strengthen 
the truth about the ICC color management workflow. The truth is that the ICC 
color management workflow works in a robust manner and it can be taken as a 
benchmark for expectation of a possible color management workflow for spot 
colors.   
The best-chosen display sample for Magenta, Yellow, and M+Y (50%) is 
Sample C, i.e., Eps_4k_SWOPv2_Siml. However, Sample D was the best match 
for M+Y (100%), which is not expected. In order to explain this scenario, the use 
of a*-b* plot, with the positioning of the samples in the L*a*b* space, may help to 
provide the reasoning. The following is Figure 10, which will show the positions of 







Figure 10. a*-b* plot of the process colors and their corresponding display 
samples 
 
As shown in Figure 10, the Magenta, Yellow, M+Y (100%), and M+Y 
(50%) are shown in their groups and circled out to differentiate them from the 
others. The plot shows that Sample C is the closest the hardcopy reference in all 
of the process colors. Sample C is also chosen as the best-matching display 






Yellow. Even though it was the closest to the hardcopy reference in the a*-b* 
plot, Sample D was chosen as the best-matching display sample because of its 
visual appearance. Another reason for this mismatch could be the gamut 
limitation for the M+Y 100% overprint color. 
The reason for this error is that the colors are very close to each other in 
their appearances, except for the lightness change. Moreover, this lightness (L*) 
change is very critical to judge because the light intensity of the viewing booth 
could potentially influence it. A change in the light intensity of the viewing booth, 
in the correct direction, will actually change the comparison of the color samples 
on the screen and on the hardcopy reference and thus will ultimately lead to a 
change in the decision of the best matching sample.   
However, the idea of color management for process colors is satisfied as 
most of the reference colors have their expected display samples chosen as the 
best match. This provided a strong reason to proceed with experimenting the 
softproofing scenario for spot colors, with the same intent. 
 
Spot Color Comparisons 
Having concluded that the ICC color management workflow does work for 
process colors and their overprints, it means that providing correct digital 
attributes in the graphic design software will show the correct on-screen display 






providing the graphic design software’s native definitions of the spot colors or 
their overprints will actually show the correct on-screen displays that correspond 
to their hardcopy references.  
 
 
Figure 11. a*-b* plot of the spot color solids and their corresponding display 
samples 
 
Figure 11 shows the positions of all of the spot color solids in the a*-b* 










































display sample chosen as the best match, while it was not the case for the rest of 
the spot color solids and their overprints in solids and tints. For the moderate 
chromatic spot color “493”, despite Sample B is the nearest in the a*-b* plot, 
Sample A was ranked the best match.  
The reason is that the observer is most sensitive to the lightness 
difference in the visual appearance of the displayed sample. The L* value of the 
display samples plays an important role, as the light intensity of the viewing 
booth will influence it to make it appear either darker or lighter, thus making the 
other display sample as either the best match or not the best match. 
For the spot color “577”, the best-chosen display sample is D, while 
Sample B was chosen next to it. Although the rest of the samples only have very 
slight variations in their color values, observers’ judgment has been very precise. 
Table 18 lists the L* a*b* values of all display samples of “577”, which may 
provide some reasoning for the observers’ judgment.  
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Sample A has a* value of -18, while the hardcopy reference has -11.48. 
As Sample A is the expected best match, this difference in it’s a* values creates 
a discrepancy. The a* value of Sample B is -11, which is much closer to the 
reference, but it is not chosen as the best display sample either. Moreover, 
Sample A and Sample D have the same a* value, but Sample A is darker than 
Sample D, i.e. Sample A has lower L* value than Sample D. The white point of 
the Pantone Library for the coated stock is different from the white point of the 
coated stock used for printing the hardcopy reference for the spot colors. This will 
also not only cause the difference in the appearance of the color (such as darker 
or lighter and a hue shift), but also can cause the change in the decision against 
the displayed sample. However, the positions of the display samples are all 
clustered and so close together. This closeness is prone to confusion in the 
judgment of the color comparison, which also varies from user to user. With all 
these unavoidable variations, the judgments on the display samples are well 
within the tolerances of the experimental errors.  
The highly chromatic spot color “1788” was truly simulated by the CIELAB 
measurement, and Sample B was chosen as the best-matching sample. If the 
color is out of the gamut of the display, this spot color may be mapped down in 
the monitor gamut. Then any of the interactions or predictions of the interactions 






It is also the same case for the spot color “7466”, where most of the 
display samples are clustered together and do not show a real difference 
between their appearances. In addition, the actual spot color itself is out of the 
gamut of the monitor. See Figure 12 and 13.  
 
 
Figure 12. 7466 is out-of-gamut of the Monitor Profile (full-gamut view) 
  
 






As shown in Figure 12 and 13, the spot color “7466” is out-of-gamut of the 
monitor profile that was used for the softproofing experiment. This means that 
“7466” cannot be accurately simulated on the monitor display. The results show 
that Sample D, Correct PMS Color and Incorrect Substrate, is the best—
matching display sample, which is not the correct definition of the spot color. As 
the spot color is already out of gamut, there will be no way to simulate it correctly 
and the software cannot predict the display color accurately. 
On that note it is important to revisit the first hypothesis for further 
explanations and conclusions. The color definition provided by Pantone 
ColorLibrary in the Adobe Illustrator software has shown the expected results for 
the on-screen simulation of the hardcopy reference of the moderate chromatic 
spot color “493”. The CIELAB measurement of the hardcopy reference of the 
high chromatic color “1788” has given the right color information for its on-screen 
simulation. These facts substantiate the trueness of the first hypothesis, and 
therefore the thesis experiment proves to accept it. 
After analyzing and concluding the results of the color comparisons of spot 
color solids; the attention is shifted to the primary interest of the thesis research. 
The spot color overprints are done in two categories overprinting at solid and 50 
% tint, for both the high and moderate chroma spot colors. The results have 






scenarios of the spot colors is the CIELAB measurement from the hardcopy 
reference.  
The rest of the samples, Overprint Fill, Photoshop Duotone, Multiply Blend 
Mode, and Overprint with Opacity do not seem to come anywhere close to the 
hardcopy reference color and the CIELAB color measured from the hardcopy 
reference. Figure 14 and 15 show the a*-b* plot of the overprints of the moderate 
chromatic and high chromatic spot colors respectively.  
 
 
Figure 14. a*-b* plot of the overprints and their corresponding display samples of 

































Figure 15. a*-b* plot of the overprints and their corresponding display samples of 
high chromatic spot colors – 1788 and 7466 
 
As seen in the Figure 14 and 15, it can be noticed that the display sample 
of the CIELAB measurement from the hardcopy is the closet to the hardcopy 
reference of all of the spot color overprints. This concludes that all of the on-
screen simulation of the spot overprints provided by the premedia and graphic 
design software do not represent the actual overprint color of the spot colors.  
The premedia and graphic design softwares are lacking the so-called A-to-
B and B-to-A, as their prediction of the overprint color is just a crude 

































factors such as transparency, trapping, tacking, and print sequence of the spot 
color inks, which are instrumental in generating spot color profiles that provide a 
color management scenario. 
By revisiting the second hypothesis, it is clear that none of the overprint 
color definitions that are provided the premedia software applications is an 
accurate assessment for its on-screen prediction of spot color overprints. Thus 
the thesis experiment proves to reject the second hypothesis. 
 
Recommendations for Further Research  
With the given results and conclusions of the thesis research, it is 
recommended that software solutions should be tested for the predictability of 
their on-screen simulation of spot color and the corresponding overprints. The 
software solutions include MultiColor Separator PlugIn and MultiColor Profiling 
PlugIn tools provided by X-Rite ProfileMaker, the Display Inks tool for Adobe 
Photoshop provided by Esko Graphics, and AVA CAD/CAM software. 
It also may be important to develop the physical location of the hardcopy 
references and their corresponding display samples in the paired comparison 
procedure. This development can be used to find out if it would improve the 
analysis of the visual comparison of the references and their samples. Therefore, 
it can also be used find out if observer is influenced the to choose a different 
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Appendix A: Subjective Analyses of Paired Comparisons 
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Figure 18. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of Magenta 
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Figure 19. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of Yellow 
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Figure 20. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of M+Y (100%) 
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Figure 21. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of M+Y (50%) 
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Figure 22. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of Pink 
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Figure 23. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of Green 
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Figure 24. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of Red 
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Figure 25. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of Turquoise 
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Figure 26. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of P+G (100%) 
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Figure 27. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of P+G (50%) 
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Figure 28. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of T+R (100%) 
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Figure 29. Subjective Analysis of Paired Comparison of T+R (50%) 
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Appendix B: Modified Softproofing Setup 
 
Introduction 
The specifications established in “ISO/DIS 12646 Graphic technology— 
Displays for colour proofing— Characteristics and viewing conditions” provide the 
guidelines to optimizing, characterizing, and calibrating the display device for a 
softproofing setup. These parameters help determine the viewing conditions of 
softproofing accurately. Although, these specifications do not provide information 
about common surround condition for the hardcopy and monitor display setups.  
A common surround setup helps the comparison of color across various 
kinds of media, such as paper, transparency film, monitor, etc. In the current 
scenario of the printing industry, softproofing is the most talked-about proofing 
systems. Softproofing is proofing colors displayed on a monitor in comparison 
with the hardcopy reference. The industry standard infrastructure provided for 
softproofing do not have a common surround for the hardcopy reference and the 
monitor display. In fact, the monitor viewing is separated from the hardcopy 
reference viewing; in most of the cases, it is fixed a dark surround setting.  
The concept of this setup of the viewing conditions goes back 36 years 
when John Yule, Irving Pobboravsky and Milton Pearson tested an idea at RIT 
on how to view transparencies in a light booth for comparison with a reflection 






has been designed by Franz Sigg and has been implemented by him and Sri 
Hemanth Prakhya. Impressive results of experiments on this setup strongly 
suggest that changes are needed for the existing ISO specifications. 
 
Construction of Viewing Panel 
These viewing come with an all-metal panel and frame setup. The metal panels 
can be easily replaced with modified panels for the setup. The modified panel 
needs to be strong enough to support the monitor display, and the monitor needs 
to be mounted in such a way that its face is flush with the panel surface. Wood is 
a good material to create a panel for this requirement; however, it does not 
support magnets that are usually used to hold the hardcopy references onto the 
panels.  
 








As shown in Figure 30, the wooden panel is attached to the viewing booth 
by using metal brackets, which were attached to the side frames of the booth. A 
window is cut into the wooden panel to fit the monitor display into it. Wooden and 
metal brackets on the back of the panel hold the monitor in place. A uniform 
neutral gray cardboard, cut in the shape of the wooden panel, can be placed over 
the panel to restore the gray color of the viewing booth environment.  
 
Setup for Monitor Calibration 
After fixing the monitor into the viewing booth, it needs to be calibrated to 
use it for a softproofing scenario. The monitor calibration is done with the X-Rite 
Eye-One Pro color-measuring device and the X-Rite Eye-One Match software. 
The monitor calibration procedure is followed by the instructions provided in the 
software, while performing the monitor calibration/profiling process. For a general 
setup of monitor calibration for a standalone monitor display, the Eye-One Pro 
color-measuring device will be placed onto the monitor as instructed in the 
software. But with the proposed modification of the softproofing setup, the 
monitor display is now in the viewing booth with a different provision for placing 







Figure 31: Setup for monitor calibration 
 
Figure 31 is shows the monitor display setup into the viewing booth, with 
the Eye-One Pro color-measuring device placed appropriately on it. This setup 
will allow the monitor calibration/profiling software to be executed in the exactly 
same way as is done on a normal standalone monitor display. 
 
Commonly Illuminated Surround for Hardcopy and Monitor Display 
After completing the monitor calibration/profiling process, uniform neutral 
gray masks are used to cover up everything except the areas of comparison on 
the hardcopy and the monitor display. The neutral gray masks help to provide a 
commonly illuminated surround for both hardcopy and monitor display, Figure 32 







Figure 32: Commonly illuminated surround for hardcopy reference and the 
monitor display 
 
Light Intensity of the Viewing Booth 
After providing the common surround for the hardcopy reference and the 
monitor display, the light intensity of the viewing booth has to be determined to 
be able to compare the hardcopy reference to its monitor display sample, without 
any differences between their brightness.  As shown in Figure 32, the masks now 
provide a common surround, which is illuminated by the incident D50 lighting in 
the viewing booth. At this stage, the light intensity in the viewing booth is not 
fixed. This intensity must be adjusted to obtain a brightness match between the 
hardcopy and the monitor display. Figure 5 and Figure 6 are two scenarios of 







Figure 33: Light intensity is too strong 
 
Figure 33 depicts that when the reflective illumination is too strong, the image on 
the monitor looks like printed on gray paper.  
 
 






Figure 34 depicts that when the reflective illumination is too weak, the 
image on the monitor looks self-luminous. When the intensity of the reflective 
light is just right, then both the reflective image and the image on the monitor look 
like printed on a piece of paper (Figure 35).  
 
 
Figure 35: Light intensity is appropriate 
 
However, as seen in Figure 35, a difference in their color temperatures may be 




As seen in Figure 7, the comparison of the hardcopy and the softproof is 






or may be a printed proof. The monitor display does not have an impact on the 
immediate surround because the ambience is balanced with the incident light in 
the viewing booth. The setup makes the monitor display look just like another 
hardcopy, which is much easier to compare with the hardcopy reference.  
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Appendix C: Demonstrating Softproofing in a Modified Softproofing Setup  
 
Purpose 
This document describes a procedure to set up the logistics of a 
softproofing workstation with a common surround between hardcopy and display. 
The common surround eliminates the surround differences while viewing the 
printed hardcopy and the displayed softproof simultaneously. 
 
Equipment and Materials Needed 
• gti Viewing Booth with D50 lighting and adjustable light intensity 
• Two Apple 20” Cinema Display monitors (Monitor_1 and Monitor_2) 
• Common surround mask 
• Hardcopy references 
• Eye-One Pro color measuring device 
• D50_G2.0_160L.icc monitor profile created using Eye-One Match 
software (D50 color temperature, 2.0 gamma, and 160L target luminance) 
• Eps_SWOPv2_Siml.icc printer profile created using ProfileMaker 5.0.8. 
• Adobe Creative Suite 3 (Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign, Acrobat) 









Hardcopy Viewing Setup  
• Set the ambient lighting condition to a dim setting at about 20 Lux 
measured by Eye-One Pro. 
• Allow the viewing station to warm up for 15 minutes. 
• Set the light intensity of the viewing station initially at halfway. 




Figure 36: Cross-media comparison under common surround 
 
As seen in Figure 36, ‘C’ is the common surround mask; ‘A’ is where the 












Monitor Display Setup 
Set up Monitor_1 in the monitor-viewing booth (Location ‘B’ in Figure 1) for 
logistical purposes and use Monitor_2 as an extension to it for displaying the 
softproof. See Figure 37. 
 
 
Figure 37: Display Preferences for monitor extension 
 
As seen in Figure 2, the ‘Arrangement’ option in the Display Preferences 
allows defining the primary monitor (Monitor_1 in location B) and the extension 
monitor (Monitor_2 in location D) for the computer. So that, if a file is opened, it 
will be seen on Monitor_1 and the Monitor_2 will be used as an extension to it. 
• Allow Monitor_2 to warm up for 15 minutes. 
• Set up Monitor_2 inside the common surround mask as seen in the 








• Select the monitor profiles, Monitor_1.icc for Monitor_1 and Monitor_2.icc 
for Monitor_2, in the ‘Color’ tab provided in the Display Preferences, as 
shown in the Figure 38. 
 
 
Figure 38: Display Preferences to choose monitor profiles for Monitor_1 and 
Monitor_2 
 
Determine Light Intensity of Viewing Booth 
• Place the grayscale hardcopy reference in the viewing booth (location ‘A’ 
in Figure 1). 
• Open its PDF file, GrayScaleTest.pdf, in Monitor_1, in Adobe Acrobat Pro. 
• Turn on the “Overprint Preview” and open the “Output Preview”. See 







Figure 39: Acrobat Pro Overprint Preview and Output Preview 
 
• Verify that the ICC profile of the printer’s hardcopy reference, 
Eps_SWOPv2_Siml.icc, is chosen in the Simulation Profile box. In 
addition, turn on the “Simulate Paper Color” option. See Figure 40. 
 
 






Adjust the intensity of the viewing booth such that the brightness of the 
hardcopy (substrate white) matches the brightness of the monitor display. This 
concludes the set up for cross-media comparison between print and display. 
 
Cross-media Comparison between Hardcopy Color References and Monitor 
Display Samples 
• Place a hardcopy reference (for example, a SCID image) on the provision 
given on the common surround mask, as seen in Figure 41. 
 
 
Figure 41: The view of conducting cross-media comparison. 
 
• Assuming that Monitor_2 is used to display two images, (a) open the 
SCID_1 file in the CS application, (2) configure its color management 






• Likewise, (a) open the SCID_2 file in the CS application, (2) configure its 
color management settings, and (3) drag it to the other half of the 
Monitor_2. 
• Conduct paired comparison between the monitor display sample pair and 
the hardcopy reference. 
• Determine a specific display sample that matches the best to the hardcopy 
reference. 
Note: (1) The current set-up allows the comparison of two displays with a hard 
copy reference in the bright surround. The procedure can be altered to compare 
a display in bright surround and a display in dark surround with a hard copy 
reference in the bright surround; (2) PDF files including a number of color 
management pre-sets may be prepared to allow the comparison of two displays 
with a hard copy reference in the bright surround. 
 
